Abstract. We consider second order elliptic divergence form equations with complex measurable coefficients A that are independent of the transversal coordinate, and prove that the set of A ∈ L ∞ (R n ; C n+1 ) for which boundary value problems with L 2 Dirichlet or Neumann data are well posed, is an open set. Furthermore we prove that these boundary value problems are well posed when A is either Hermitean, block or constant. In particular, our methods give a new proof of a theorem of Dahlberg, Jerison and Kenig on the comparability of square functions and non tangential maximal functions of solutions to real symmetric equations.
Introduction
In this paper we consider divergence form second order elliptic equations (1) div t,x A(x)∇ t,x U(t, x) = 0 on the half spaces R n+1 ± := {(t, x) ∈ R × R n ; ±t > 0}, n ≥ 1, where the matrix A = (A ij (x)) n i,j=0 ∈ L ∞ (R n ; L(C n+1 )) is assumed to be t-independent with complex coefficients and strictly accretive, meaning that there exists κ > 0 with Re(A(x)v, v) ≥ κ|v| 2 , for all v ∈ C n+1 , x ∈ R n .
We write {e 0 , e 1 , . . . , e n } for the standard basis for R n+1 with e 0 upward pointing into R n+1 + , and write t = x 0 for the vertical coordinate. For the vertical derivative, we write ∂ 0 = ∂ t . On the function U, we impose one of the following classical boundary conditions.
• Dirichlet problem (Dir-A): U(0, x) = u(x) for a given function u ∈ L 2 (R n ).
• Neumann problem (Neu-A): −e 0 ·A(x)∇ t,x U(0, x) = φ(x), where φ ∈ L 2 (R n ) is given.
• Dirichlet regularity problem (Reg-A): ∇ x U(0, x) = ∇ x u(x), where u ∈ H 1 (R n ) is given.
The boundary value problems (Neu-A) and (Reg-A) can be viewed as problems concerning a first order partial differential system, and this is the point of view we take here. Indeed, consider the gradient vector field F (t, x) = ∇ t,x U(t, x).
Since the scalar potential U is in one-to-one correspondence with the curl-free vector field F (t, x), modulo constants, we can take F rather than U as the unknown. The boundary conditions, in terms of f := F | R n , are −(Af ) 0 = φ and f = ∇ x u respectively, where f := f 1 e 1 + . . .+ f n e n denotes the tangential part and f 0 denotes the normal component. As for Equation (1) , this can be rewritten as the equivalent first order system div t,x A(x)F (t, x) = 0, curl t,x F (t, x) = 0. (2) With curl t,x F = 0 we understand that ∂ j F i = ∂ i F j , for all i, j = 0, . . . , n. Similarly, write curl x F = 0 if ∂ j F i = ∂ i F j , for all i, j = 1, . . . , n. Definition 1.1. We say that the boundary value problem (Neu-A) or (Reg-A) respectively, is well posed if for each boundary data g ∈ L 2 (R n ), being φ or ∇ x u respectively, there exists a unique vector field F (t, x) = F t (x) = ∇ t,x U(t, x) ∈ C 1 (R + ; L 2 (R n ; C n+1 )) which satisfies (2) for t > 0, has limits lim t→∞ F t = 0 and lim t→0 F t = f in L 2 norm, where the full boundary trace f satisfies the boundary condition in terms of g. More precisely, by F satisfying (2), we mean that ∂ t (AF ) 0 = −div x (AF ) , ∂ t F = ∇ x F 0 and curl x F = 0, where ∂ t is taken in the strong sense and x-derivatives in the distributional sense. The Dirichlet problem (Dir-A) is said to be well posed if for each u ∈ L 2 (R n ), there is a unique function U t (x) = U(t, x) ∈ C 1 (R + ; L 2 (R n ; C)) such that ∇ x U ∈ C 0 (R + ; L 2 (R n ; C n+1 )), where U satisfies (1) for t > 0, lim t→0 U t = u, lim t→∞ U t = 0, lim t→∞ ∇ t,x U t = 0 in L 2 norm, and t 1 t 0 ∇ x U s ds converges in L 2 when t 0 → 0 and t 1 → ∞. More precisely, by U satisfying (1), we mean that ∞ t (∇ x v, (A∇ s,x U s ) )ds = −(v, (A∇ t,x U t ) 0 ) for all v ∈ C ∞ 0 (R n ). If X denotes one of the three boundary value problems (BVP's), we write W P (X) := {A ; (X-A) is well posed} ⊂ L ∞ (R n ; L(C n+1 )).
This definition of well posedness coincides with the one by Auscher, Axelsson and Hofmann [3] for (Neu-A) and (Reg-A). This is not the case for (Dir-A) as we impose an additional integrability condition on ∇ x U t here. This makes it equivalent to the auxiliary Neumann problem (Neu ⊥ -A) of [3] . We prove this in Section 3, as well as the following. What is new here compared with the results in [3] , is the openness of the sets of well posedness, and the results for complex Hermitean matrices. However, the main novelty lies in the proof, and the underlying new result on Hardy projections presented in Theorem 2.7.
The notion of well posedness used here departs from the standard variational one. However, we show in Section 4 that the solutions obtained here coincide with the solutions obtained through the Lax-Milgram Theorem when A belongs to the connected component of W P which contains I. This connected component includes the three classes (i), (ii) and (iii) specified in Theorem 1.2.
For the proof of Theorem 1.2 we use, following [3] , boundary equation methods involving a Cauchy operator E A . The name Cauchy operator is used since E A coincides with the Cauchy singular integral operator when A = I and n = 1, and since E A is related to (2) in the same way that the Cauchy integral operator is related to the Cauchy-Riemann equations. Just as the Cauchy singular integral operator is a Fourier multiplier with symbol sgn(ξ), the operator E A belongs to the functional calculus of an underlying first order differential operator T A . This bisectorial operator −T A in L 2 (R n ) is the infinitesimal generator for the system (2) in the sense that these equations are equivalent to ∂ t F + T A F = 0. The fundamental problem is to prove that this operator T A has a bounded holomorphic functional calculus, and as a consequence that the Cauchy operator E A is bounded. Given this, the perturbation results of Theorem 1.2 follow as a consequence.
In [3] it was proved that E A < ∞ when A − A 0 ∞ < ǫ and A 0 is either real symmetric, block or constant. This paper made use of a rather lengthy perturbation argument, and also used a result of Dahlberg, Jerison and Kenig [13] and Jerison and Kenig [16] that the square function norm and the norm of the non-tangential maximal function are comparable for solutions to (1) in the real symmetric case A = A 0 .
In this paper we prove the boundedness of the holomorphic functional calculus of T A for all complex A directly from the quadratic estimates proved by Axelsson, Keith and McIntosh [8] . In this way, our results build on the proof of the Kato square root problem by Auscher, Hofmann, Lacey, McIntosh and Tchamitchian [4] . Our result here thus implies that the Cauchy operator E A = sgn(T A ) is bounded for all complex, bounded and strictly accretive coefficients A. Equivalently, this means that we have a Hardy type splitting
Throughout this paper, we use the notation X ≈ Y and X Y to mean that there exists a constant C > 0 so that X/C ≤ Y ≤ CX and X ≤ CY , respectively. The value of C varies from one usage to the next, but then is always fixed.
Combining our result that E A < ∞ for all A with the results in [3] , shows that for any complex A we have estimates as follows. If F t (x) ∈ C 1 (R + ; L 2 (R n ; C n+1 )) satisfies (2) for t > 0 and has limits lim t→∞ F t = 0 and lim t→0 F t = f in L 2 norm, then
Here the triple bar norm is
, where the estimates (3) hold for any choice of constants c 0 ∈ (0, 1), c 1 > 0.
In Theorem 1.2, we have estimates of the solutions as in [3, Theorem 1.1], whenever the BVP's are well posed. For the Dirichlet problems, the estimates are
If A is real symmetric, pointwise estimates imply that N * (U)(x) ≈ N * (U)(x) := sup |y−x|<ct |U(t, y)| for any fixed 0 < c < ∞. Note that even for real symmetric A, this yields new proofs. In [3] , the estimates of Dahlberg, Jerison and Kenig [13, 16] were used to prove E A < ∞. Here we reverse the argument: we prove E A < ∞ independently and deduce the following estimates of [13, 16] as a corollary. Corollary 1.3. If A is bounded and strictly positive, in particular real symmetric, then the Dirichlet problem (Dir-A) is well posed and the solution U(t, x) has estimates
We remark that when the boundary data u belongs to Sobolev space H 1 (R n ), Theorem 4.3 shows that this solution U coincides with the solution constructed with Lax-Milgram's Theorem.
Let us briefly review the history of works on these boundary value problems. For more details, we refer to the introduction of [3] . By a standard construction, BVP's in the region above a Lipschitz graph corresponds to pulled back BVP's for the divergence form operator (1) in R n+1 + , with A being a real symmetric matrix of "Jacobian type". In this case, solvability of the Neumann and regularity problems was first proved by Jerison and Kenig [15] , and solvability of the Dirichlet problem was first proved by Dahlberg [12] . Later Verchota [23] showed that these BVP's are solvable with the layer potential integral equation method. For general real symmetric matrices A, not being of the "Jacobian type", the well posedness of the Dirichlet problem was first proved by Jerison and Kenig [16] , and the Neumann and regularity problems by Kenig and Pipher [19] .
In the case when A does not satisfy (i), (ii) or (iii), the Dirichlet problem was shown to be well posed by Fabes, Jerison and Kenig [14] for small perturbations of constant matrices, using the method of multilinear expansions. More recently, the BVP's have been studied in the L p setting and for real but non-symmetric matrices in the plane, i.e. n = 1. Here Kenig, Koch, Pipher and Toro [18] have obtained solvability of the Dirichlet problem for sufficiently large p, and Kenig and Rule [20] have shown solvability of the Neumann and regularity problems for sufficiently small dual exponent p ′ . For small perturbations of constant or real symmetric matrices, the well posedness of the three BVP's is also proved in [2] by Alfonseca, Auscher, Axelsson, Hofmann and Kim. With the further assumption of pointwise resolvent kernel bounds, the case of perturbations of block matrices is also implicit in [2] .
The authors acknowledge Steve Hofmann for the insight they have obtained into the harmonic analysis underlying this paper.
Cauchy operators and Hardy spaces
A main idea behind the boundary equation methods for solving BVP's based on Cauchy operators, which are used here and in [3] , is to factorize the boundary operators into a Cauchy operator E A , which depends only on the differential equation (2), and other simple multiplication operators which are associated with the boundary condition under consideration. In this section we investigate this Cauchy operator E A which, as remarked, has nothing to do with the boundary conditions and thus is the same for both Neumann and Dirichlet problems.
We start by rewriting the Equations (2) in terms of an "infinitesimal generator"
Splitting normal and tangential derivatives in (2), we see that this system of equations is equivalent to
together with the constraint curl x F = 0. We now introduce the auxiliary matrices
we have shown that (2) is equivalent to
together with the tangential constraint curl x F = 0. Combining the two equations, we get
where T A is the following operator.
Define the infinitesimal generator for (2) to be the operator
Let the transformed coefficient matrix bê
The following is the main algebraic lemma of the paper. Proof. Note that when A is strictly accretive and bounded, then so are A 00 and A . In particular they are invertible, and therefore so are A and A. ThusÂ is bounded. Accretivity now follows from the formula
The formulaÂ = A is straightforward to verify.
We are now in a position to analyze the operator T A . Since we have similarities (6), it is enough to study operators of the form DB in L 2 (R n ; C N ), where D is a self-adjoint homogeneous first order differential operator with constant coefficients, and B is a bounded and strictly accretive multiplication operator. The applications we have in mind are the specific operators D andÂ from Definition 2.1, as well as generalizations of these in Section 5.
Define closed and open sectors and double sectors in the complex plane by
, and define the angle of accretivity of B to be
Proposition 2.3. Let D be a self-adjoint operator and let B be a bounded and strictly accretive operator in L 2 (R n ; C N ).
(i) The operator DB is ω-bisectorial, i.e. σ(DB) ⊂ S ω , where ω is the angle of accretivity of B. Moreover, there are resolvent bounds (λI − DB)
topologically (but in general non-orthogonally). (iii) The restriction of DB to R(D) = R(DB) is a closed and injective operator with dense range in R(D), with estimates on spectrum and resolvents as in (i).
These properties of closed operators of the form DB have been known for some time, see for example [1] and [11] . So has also the following theorem in the case when D is injective, as it derives from the special case D = −id/dx developed in [22] (see also Lecture 8 of [1] ). In this case DB is similar to the operator d dz | γ of differentiation on a Lipschitz graph γ, and the boundedness of sgn(DB) is equivalent to the boundedness of the Cauchy singular integral on γ, proved originally by Calderón when B − I is sufficiently small [9] , and in general by Coifman, McIntosh and Meyer [10] .
The proof of the following theorem however is more involved when D is not injective. In the general case it was proved in [8, Theorem 3.1(iii)], building on results for the Kato problem by Auscher, Hofmann, Lacey, McIntosh and Tchamitchian [4] . It is also possible to give a direct proof, which will be published elsewhere.
Theorem 2.4. Let D be a self-adjoint homogeneous first order differential operator with constant coefficients such that
and let B be a bounded and strictly accretive multiplication operator in L 2 (R n ; C N ).
(i) The operator DB satisfies quadratic estimates
(ii) The operator DB has a bounded holomorphic functional calculus in R(D), i.e. for each bounded holomorphic function
. For the precise definition of operators b(DB) in the functional calculus of DB we refer to [1] . Note that the map
) is a continuous algebra homomorphism.
We now return to the operator T A of Definition 2.1. Note that the isomorphism A in (6) maps the subspace R(D) onto itself. Definition 2.5. Let H denote the closed subspace
In this notation, Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 2.4 thus have the following corollary.
Corollary 2.6. The operator T A from Definition 2.1 is an ω-bisectorial operator in L 2 (R n ; C n+1 ), where ω is the angle of accretivity ofÂ. Furthermore we have a splitting
The restriction of T A to H is an injective operator with dense range in H, which satisfies quadratic estimates and has a bounded holomorphic functional calculus.
Note that the restriction of T A to H, which we continue to denote by T A , coincides with the operator T A used in [3] .
Of importance to us are the following operators, which are bounded operators in H because they belong to the functional calculus of T A .
• The characteristic functions
which give the generalised Hardy projections E
• The exponential functions e −t|z| , t > 0, which give the operators e −t|T A | . Note that |z| := zsgn(z) does not denote absolute value for non real z, but z → |z| is holomorphic on S o π/2 . We can now prove the following theorem on Hardy splittings, which is the key result of this paper.
) be a t-independent, complex and strictly accretive coefficient matrix function.
Then each f ∈ H is in one-to-one correspondence with a pair of vector fields
This splitting is topological, i.e. f 2 ≈ f
, and the vector fields F ± satisfy norm equivalences as in (3). Moreover, the Hardy projections E
A depend locally Lipschitz continuously on A in the sense that
and where F X denotes any of the four norms in (3).
Proof. By Corollary 2.6, the infinitesimal generator has a bounded holomorphic functional calculus. With the notation introduced above, define Hardy type subspaces E
In terms of the operator T A , the vector fields f and F ± are related as
± , we have (5), which we have seen at the beginning of this section is equivalent to (2) . Conversely, each vector field F + ∈ C 1 (R + ; L 2 (R n ; C n+1 )) which satisfies (2) for t > 0 and has limits lim t→∞ F + t = 0 and lim t→0 F 
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary value problems
In this section, we return to the Dirichlet and Neumann BVP's and use Theorem 2.7 to prove Theorem 1.2. We start by translating (Dir-A) to an auxiliary Neumann problem (Neu ⊥ -A), which consists in finding U solving (1) with boundary condition
More precisely, we use the following first order formulation of well posedness. Definition 3.1. We say that the boundary value problem (Neu ⊥ -A) is well posed if for each boundary data ϕ ∈ L 2 (R n ), there exists a unique vector field
which satisfies (2) for t > 0, has limits lim t→∞ F t = 0 and lim t→0 F t = f in L 2 norm, where the full boundary trace f satisfies the boundary condition −e 0 · f = ϕ.
we have a one-to-one correspondence
between solutions U(t, x) to (Dir-A) and solutions F (t, x) to (Neu ⊥ -A). In particular WP(Dir)= WP(Neu ⊥ ), where
Proof. Assume that F solves (Neu ⊥ -A) with boundary condition e 0 · f = u, and let
The limits lim t→0 U t = u, lim t→∞ U t = 0 and lim t→∞ ∇ t,x U t = 0 are direct consequences of the limits lim t→∞ F t = lim t→∞ t∂ t F t = 0, whereas
The function U satisfies (1) since
Conversely, assume that U solves (Dir-A) with boundary condition U| R n = −ϕ, and let F (t, x) := − ∞ t ∇ s,x U(s, x) ds. This gives a well defined function since
. This completes the proof.
As
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Theorem 2.7 , the spectral projection E + A = χ + (T A ) onto this subspace is bounded and depends Lipschitz continuously on A. We now observe that (Reg-A), (Neu-A) and (Neu ⊥ -A) are well posed if and only if
Lemma 3.3. Let P t be bounded projections in a Hilbert space H which depend continuously on a parameter t ∈ (−δ, δ), and let S : H → K be a bounded operator into a Hilbert space K. If S : P 0 H → K is an isomorphism, then there exists 0 < ǫ < δ, such that S : P t H → K is an isomorphism when |t| < ǫ.
Proof. Consider the family of operators P 0 H ∋ f → SP t f ∈ K between fixed spaces. By assumption and continuous dependence, they are invertible when |t| is small. Thus it suffices to prove that P t : P 0 H → P t H is invertible when |t| is small. This holds since (I − P 0 (P 0 − P t )) −1 P 0 , P 0 (I − P t (P t − P 0 )) −1 : P t H → P 0 H are seen to be left and right inverses respectively.
What remains to be proved is that the two maps are isomorphisms when A is either Hermitean, block or constant. This follows from [3, Section 3] . However, to give a more self-contained proof, we sketch simplified proofs here. 
Hermitean matrices. Let f ∈ E +
A H. This means that there is a vector field
and note that DN + ND = 0. Furthermore, assuming that A * = A, it is seen from the definition ofÂ that the Hermitean condition translates to (Â) * = NÂN. The Rellich type identity which is useful here is the following.
Thus ((Af ) 0 , (Af ) 0 ) = ((Af ) , (Af ) ), or in view of (4),
Consider first the Neumann problem. From (7) it follows that
This shows that f e 0 · Af holds for the Neumann map E + A H ∋ f → e 0 · Af , which implies that this map is injective with closed range.
It remains for us to prove surjectivity of this map. Note that the above estimates also show that E + At H ∋ f → e 0 · A t f is injective with closed range when A t := (1 − t)I + tA, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. It follows from the proof of Lemma 3.3 and the method of continuity that all these maps have the same index. Since I = A 0 ∈ W P , it follows that A ∈ W P .
Well posedness for (Reg-A) and (Neu ⊥ -A) is proved in a similar way, by keeping the factor f and f 0 respectively from (7).
Block matrices. Note that in this case the Neumann problems (Neu-A) and (Neu
⊥ -A) coincide, and that the operator T A has the form
Since the diagonal elements in T A are zero, so are the diagonal elements of E A since
where L := −A 00 div x A ∇ x . Another way to see this is from the calculation
To prove well posedness, we need to prove that N + : E 
In fact well posedness of the Neumann and regularity problems for block coefficients is equivalent to the Kato square root estimate √ Lu 2 ≈ ∇ x u 2 , as was first observed by Kenig [17, Remark 2.5.6]. To see this, we deduce from Equation (8) 
A 00 div x A f and curl x f = 0. This can be used to construct f = f 0 + E A f 0 = E A f + f from either f 0 or f . Note that the Kato estimate translates to f 0 ≈ f . Computing eigenvalues and vectors shows that ze 0 + wξ ∈ χ ± (D ξÂ ) if and only if
Constant matrices. If
Applying the similarities in (6), we characterize well posedness as follows. That (Neu-A), (Reg-A) and (Neu ⊥ -A) are well posed means that ze 0 + wξ ∈ χ ± (D ξÂ ) is determined by z, w and az + bw respectively. This is straightforward to verify using (9) .
We have now completed the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Uniqueness of solutions
In this section we compare the solutions to the BVP's (Neu-A), (Dir-A) and 
The condition curl R n+1 (F z ) = 0 here means that the extension by zero F z , of F to R n+1 , is curl free, or formally: curl R n+1 + F = 0 and the boundary trace of F is normal
, unique up to constants among the distributions on R n+1 + , such that ∇ t,x U = F . Define Hilbert spaceṡ
with norms so that the correpondence U ↔ F = ∇ t,x U is an isometry.
It is straightforward to verify that a function U ∈Ḣ 1 (R n+1 + ) belongs to the subspaceḢ 1 0 (R n+1 + ) if and only if there exists a constant C such that U extended by C to R n+1 belongs toḢ 1 (R n+1 ). Functions U ∈Ḣ 1 (R n+1 + ) are well defined only up to constants, whereas for U ∈Ḣ 1 0 (R n+1 + ), we will choose the constant so that U| R n = 0. It is not true that
, as a scaling argument readily shows. However, Poincaré's inequality shows that
If F = ∇ t,x U solves (2), then we formally have
where f = F | R n and v = V | R n . Note that V → R n φ(x)v(x) dx in Equation (10) below defines a bounded functional onḢ
where P t denotes the Poisson extension
The Lax-Milgram Theorem proves the existence and uniqueness of the followingḢ 1 solutions U.
Definition 4.2. We say that φ is good boundary data for (
If φ is good, we define theḢ 1 solution to the Neumann problem to be the unique function U ∈Ḣ
We say that u is good boundary data for (Dir-A), or equivalently that ∇ x u is good boundary data for (Reg-A), if u ∈ H 1 (R n ). If u is good, we define theḢ 1 solution to the Dirichlet (regularity) problem to be the unique function U ∈Ḣ
The goal in this section is to prove the following uniqueness result. Remark 4.4. For general A in the set of well posedness, the solutions constructed in this paper using the boundary equation method do not necessarily coincide with theḢ 1 solutions. Examples of this were shown in [5] . Note that these examples combined with Theorem 4.3 proves the existence of many coefficients that do not have well posed BVP's (even with real coefficients), sufficiently many to disconnect these A with non-Ḣ 1 solutions from the identity.
The proof of Theorem 4.3 uses the following lemma with A 0 = I.
Lemma 4.5. Let A 0 be a block matrix. Then there exists ǫ > 0, such that if A − A 0 ∞ < ǫ and the boundary data is good, then the solutions to the BVP's in the sense of Definition 1.1, coincide with theḢ 1 solutions.
Proof for (Neu-A). Let F = ∇ t,x U = e −t|T A | f be the boundary equation solution to (Neu-A) in R n+1 + with data φ = div x w = −e 0 · Af . Using the isomorphism A from (6), we define the similar Hardy functionf := Af ∈ χ + (DÂ)H.
Let N − and N + be the normal and tangential projections from Section 3. The boundary condition onf can be written N −f = −φe 0 . We solve forf by making the ansatzf = 2χ + (DÂ)h, where h ∈ N − H (i.e. h = 0). This yields the equation
for h, in the normal subspace N − H. We note the following properties of "the double layer type operator"
(See [7] for explanations of this terminology.) When A = A 0 , then as in Section 3.2 it follows that K A 0 = 0, since the diagonal entries of sgn(DÂ) are zero in the normal/tangential splitting of the space. Theorem 2.7 shows that K A depends continuously on A. Moreover
where w N and Dw N → h converges in L 2 . Since D is closed, h ∈ R(D). This shows thatf = 2χ + (DÂ)h ∈ R(DÂ), and thus f ∈ R(T A ). In particular f = |T A | 1/2 f 0 for some f 0 ∈ H. Quadratic estimates for the operator T A now shows that
and consider the function
where we view t → (e 0 , AF t ) as a C ∞ curve in R(div x ; L 2 (R n )) and t → V t as a continuous curve inḢ
Hence g(T ) − g(ǫ) = ǫ<t<T (AF t , ∇ t,x V ) dtdx. This also holds for general V ∈ H 1 (R n+1 + ), which can be shown by mollifying t → V t . Taking limits (ǫ, T ) → (0, ∞) proves (10).
Proof for (Reg-A) . Similar to the proof for the Neumann problem, we consider the equation
for h ∈ N + H, in the tangential subspace. We deduce that the trace f of the solution is in the range of T A , and therefore U ∈Ḣ 1 (R n+1 + ) and (11) follows as in the proof for the Neumann problem.
To prove that U − P t u ∈Ḣ 1 0 (R n+1 + ), it suffices to show that ∂ 0 H j = ∂ j H 0 on R n+1 , for j = 1, . . . , n, when H is ∇ t,x (U − P t u) extended by zero. To this end, let Φ ∈ C ∞ 0 (R n+1 ) and consider the function
Since H is curl-free on R n+1
Proof for (Dir-A). Let F = ∇ t,x U be the boundary equation solution to (Neu ⊥ -A) with data ϕ = −u ∈ H 1 (R n ), and recall that U = e 0 · F is the solution to (Dir-A). Consider the boundary trace f = F | R n ∈ E + A H. We now instead use the isomorphism A from (6), and define the similar Hardy functionf := Af ∈ R(χ + (ÂD)).
The boundary condition onf can be written N −f = N − f = ue 0 . We solve forf using the ansatzf = 2χ + (ÂD)h, where h ∈ N − H. This yields the equation
for h. We note that the double layer type operator
when g ∈ D(D). As above, since K A is small when A − A 0 ∞ is small, we can expand (I + K A ) −1 in Neumann series and deduce that h ∈ D(D) since ue 0 ∈ D(D). This shows thatf = 2χ + (ÂD)h ∈ D(ÂD), and thus f ∈ D(T A ). In particular f ∈ D(|T A | 1/2 ). Quadratic estimates for the operator T A now shows that
Thus U ∈Ḣ 1 (R n+1 + ), and (10) follows as in the proof for the Neumann problem. Finally, note that ∇ t,
As in the proof for the regularity problem, U − P t u ∈Ḣ ∇ t,x U 2 dt < ∞, whereas the solution to the Dirichlet problem always satisfies
whether good boundary data giveḢ 1 solutions concerns large t for the Neumann and regularity problem, and small t for the Dirichlet problem.
(ii) The structure of the problem in Lemma 4.5 is best explained abstractly as follows. Let H 1 ֒→ H 0 be a continuous and dense inclusion of Hilbert spaces. Assume that T 0 : H 0 → H 0 is an isomorphism which restricts to a bounded operator T 1 : In our situation,
In principle, the technique of Lemma 4.5 could be used to prove regularity for more general A in the component of WP containing I. The problem though is that in general the well posedness of two different BVP's, for the matrix A, is needed both for the proof that T 0 is an isomorphism and that T 1 is Fredholm. Index zero for T 1 could then be proved by the method of continuity, perturbing A to I. From the quadratic estimates for T A it follows with arguments as in [3, proof of
) is analytic on WP. The main result this uses is the analyticity of A → b(T A ) for operators b(T A ) in the functional calculus of T A . This was proved in [8, Theorem 6.4] . Moreover, it is straightforward to verify that
) is analytic. This means that whenever A 0 ∈ W P , C ⊃ D ∈ z → A(z) are coefficients depending analytically on a complex variable z, and A(0) = A 0 and H ∈ L 2 (R n × (a, b); C n+1 ), then the scalar function z → h(A(z)), where
Consider one of the BVP's and fix A in the connected component of WP containing I. Pick a sequence of balls B k = B(A k ; r k ) ⊂ W P , k = 0, 1, . . . , N, such that A 0 = I, A N = A and B k−1 ∩B k = ∅. We may take r 0 < ǫ, so that h = 0 on B 0 by Lemma 4.5. Now assume that h = 0 on B k−1 and pick any
vanishes on a neighbourhood of 0. By analytic continuation h(A 1 ) = h(A(1)) = 0, and since A 1 ∈ B k was arbitrary, h = 0 on B k . We arrive at the conclusion that h(A) = 0. Since a, b and H are arbitrary, it follows that F A = F 0 A .
Boundary value problems for differential forms
In this section, we demonstrate how Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 2.7 generalises to exterior/interior differential systems for k-vector fields, i.e. differential forms of order k. We use the notation from [3, Section 2.1]. In particular, for fixed k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, we consider functions
taking values in the space ∧ k of complex k-vectors on R n+1 . The vector fields in (2) is the special case k = 1. A natural generalisation of the first order system (2) is the interior/exterior differential system
where
Here the exterior and interior derivative operators are
where ∧ denotes exterior product and denotes (left) interior product, and µf = e 0 ∧ f and µ
) is assumed to be t-independent and strictly accretive. To prove an analogue of Theorem 2.7 for the Equation (12), we proceed as in Section 2 and introduce auxiliary matrices
in the normal/tangential splitting of ∧ k . Recall that a basis k-vector e s 1 ∧ . . . ∧ e s k is normal if one of the factors is e 0 , and tangential otherwise. Denote the tangential and normal parts of f by f and f ⊥ . Splitting each of the Equations (12) into normal and tangential parts and using the analogue of (4), shows that (12) is equivalent to 
with dense range, and in the splitting 
We obtain the following result on Hardy space splittings of
Then each f ∈ H k B is in one-to-one correspondence with a pair of k-vector fields
Under this correspondence, we have equivalences of norms f 2 ≈ f
and
Moreover, the Hardy space projections
f depend locally Lipschitz continuously on A in the sense that
where C = C(κ B 1 , κ B 2 , B 1 ∞ , B 2 ∞ ) and where F X denotes any of the three norms in (14) .
Finally we extend the results in Section 3 and show how Theorem 5.1 gives perturbation results for BVP's for k-vector fields. The natural BVP's are the following. We are looking for a k-vector field F t ∈ C 1 (R + ; L 2 (R n ; ∧ k )) solving (12) in R n+1 + with L 2 limits lim t→0 + F t = f and lim t→∞ F t = 0, where the boundary trace f satisfies one of the following.
• Tangential boundary condition (Tan-B): f = g, where the given boundary data g ∈ L 2 (R n ; ∧ k ) is tangential and satisfies d x g = 0.
• Conormal boundary condition (Nor-B): (Bf ) ⊥ = g, where the given boundary data g ∈ L 2 (R n ; ∧ k ) is normal and satisfies d * What is new here as compared with [3] , is the perturbation result around Hermitean and constant matrices, as well as the openness of the sets of well posedness. That Hermitean and block matrices belong to WP is shown as in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, mutatis mutandis. However, the proof of well posedness for constant matrices does not generalise to k-vector fields, k ≥ 2.
Proof of Theorem 5.2(iii). Applying the Fourier transform, we see that it suffices to consider the matrix For the anticommutation relations, we refer to [3, Lemma 2.3] . We need to prove a priori estimates f f and f (Bf ) ⊥ for f ∈ χ + (T ξ )H k ξ , uniformly for almost all ξ ∈ R n . However, since χ + (tT ξ ) = χ + (T ξ ) for t > 0, it suffices to consider the unit sphere |ξ| = 1. By continuity and compactness, we need only to verify that no non zero vector f such that f = 0 or (Bf ) ⊥ = 0 can be in the Hardy space, i.e. be of the form f = F (0), where F : R + → H k ξ satisfies ∂ t F = −T ξ F and lim t→∞ F = 0. To prove this, we apply a "reverse Rellich argument" as follows. Re(BF (t), F (t)) dt.
We here used (15) and the calculation from the proof of Lemma 2.2. We now observe that the left hand side vanishes if f = 0 or (Bf ) ⊥ = 0, and from the right hand side we then see that F = 0 identically, and therefore f = 0.
The method of continuity, perturbing B to I now shows that the maps f → f and f → (Bf ) ⊥ are surjective, and thus isomorphisms. This completes the proof.
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